New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Jack Reacher Ex-military investigator Jack Reacher (Tom Cruise) leaps off
the pages of Lee Child's bestselling novel and onto the big screen in the
explosive thriller the critics are calling "taut, muscular, gruff and cool." When
an unspeakable crime is committed, all evidence points to the suspect in
custody who offers up a single note in defense: "Get Jack Reacher!" The law
has its limits, but Reacher does not when his fight for the truth pits him
against an unexpected enemy with a skill for violence and a secret to keep.
Paramount
Superman: Unbound The Man of Steel fights to protect Metropolis against
the same destructive force that obliterated Krypton in this animated
adventure based on Geoff Johns and Gary Frank's 2008 comic book story arc
Superman: Brainiac. Superman (voice of Matt Bomer) is preoccupied with
Lois Lane (voice of Stana Katic) and training Supergirl (voice of Molly Quinn)
when he learns that Brainiac (voice of John Noble) has set his sights on
Metropolis. An unstoppable juggernaut whose power grows with each new
city ne collects, Brainiac will put The Man of Steel's true strength to the
ultimate test. Warner
Broken City The mayor of New York City hires a disgraced ex-cop to identify
his wife's lover, setting into motion a scandalous series of events in this
post-noir thriller from director Albert Hughes (FROM HELL, THE BOOK OF
ELI). Billy Taggart (Mark Wahlberg) was on his way to becoming one of the
Big Apple's top cops when a high-profile shooting cut his promising career
short. His reputation destroyed in the flash of a muzzle, Billy gets a break
when the city's popular mayor (Russell Crowe) pulls some strings to ensure
he doesn't serve time. Meanwhile, Billy puts his investigative skills to work as
a private detective. When the mayor offers Billy $50,000 to expose his wife's
infidelities, the offer is too good to pass up. But by the time the mayor
reveals his true intentions, Billy is already in too deep. Now, with his freedom
and quite possible his life on the line, Billy will risk it all in a desperate bid to
expose the truth, and seek redemption in a city where second chances don't
come cheap. Catherine Zeta-Jones, Jeffrey Wright, and Barry Pepper co-star.
Fox
Fringe Season 5 The beloved fan-favorite series, Fringe, returns for its fifth
and final season to deliver a climactic conclusion... in all worlds. Picking up
from events depicted in season four's flash-forward episode, the seemingly
peaceful Observers seized control of our universe in 2015. Now, in 2036, they
have become ruthless rulers who stand unopposed. What awaits in the
future, however, is the Fringe Team's final stand, which will bring together all
they have witnessed in preparation for the final battle to protect our world.
Joining Fringe scientist Water Bishop, FBI agent Olivia Dunham, Peter Bishop
and the Fringe team is Olivia and Peter's now-grown daughter, Etta, in a final
season filled with struggle, surprises, and sacrifice. Warner
Jim Jefferies Fully Functional There's something magical about an
Australian accent that seems to make even the most caustic wit come off
with good-natured charm. And that delicate blend of deviant behavior and
good intentions has skyrocketed Aussie comic Jim Jefferies to international
acclaim with critics and fans alike. In this new hour-long special, the man
hailed by Q Magazine as "Britain's most offensive stand-up comedian"
shares fresh tales from his life on the edge, including a menage a trois in
Montreal and attending a party where God is on the guest list. Inception
Back To 1942 A North Henan landlord in China embarks on a pilgrimage to
Shaanxi province during the 1942 famine, struggling to survive as war with
Japan looms on the horizon. His house beset by starving villagers, Landlord
Fan (Zhang Guoli) endeavors to calm the crowd by preparing a feast. But his
house is burned down in the chaos, prompting Fan, his teenage daughter
Xingxing (Fiona Wang), his servant Shuanzhu (Zhang Mo), and his tenant
Huazhi (Xu Fan) to embark on a treacherous journey south. Along the way,
encounters with an American journalist (Adrien Brody), and a priest (Zhang
Hanyu) who has lost his faith reveal the true depth of the despair that grips
the country. All of these hardships prompt Fan to make some devastating
sacrifices that leave him a broken man. Meanwhile, the Japanese
government attempts to turn the Chinese people away from their
government by offering them sustenance, while the Chinese government
finds themselves forced to choose between feeding their troops or the
masses. Well Go USA
Elmo The Musical Get ready for a fun-filled musical adventure in this all-new
DVD! Elmo stars in his very own musical, imagining himself as an athlete, a
sea captain, the president, a prince and even in a circus! Everyone's favorite
furry red monster and his supporting cast must use their math skills to solve
problems and save the day. Kids can sing, dance, play, and imagine along
with Elmo on these math-filled adventures. Episodes include: Athlete, Sea
Captain, Circus, President and Prince. Sesame Street / Warner
The Oranges Julian Farino's The Oranges is a darkly comic portrait of two
suburban families who live next to each other. David Walling (Hugh Laurie)
and his wife Paige (Catherine Keener) are having marriage problems, which
finally blow up when he falls in love with Nina (Leighton Meester), the
twentysomething daughter of his neighbors Terry (Oliver Platt) and Carol
(Allison Janney). As this new relationship threatens to wreck marriages and
friendships, the person who takes it the hardest is David and Paige's
daughter Vanessa (Alia Shawkat), who used to be best friends with Nina
before the latter dropped her prior to high school. Fox
Cloud Atlas An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one
another in the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped from a killer
into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries to inspire a
revolution. Stars Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant Warner

